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ABSTRACT: Mechanical forces transmitted through integrin trans-
membrane receptors play important roles in a variety of cellular processes
ranging from cell development to tumorigenesis. Despite the importance
of mechanics in integrin function, the magnitude of integrin forces within
adhesions remains unclear. Literature suggests a range from 1 to 50 pN,
but the upper limit of integrin forces remains unknown. Herein we
challenge integrins with the most mechanically stable molecular tension
probe, which is comprised of the immunoglobulin 27th (I27) domain of
cardiac titin flanked with a fluorophore and gold nanoparticle. Cell
experiments show that integrin forces unfold the I27 domain, suggesting
that integrin forces exceed ∼30−40 pN. The addition of a disulfide
bridge within I27 “clamps” the probe and resists mechanical unfolding. Importantly, incubation with a reducing agent initiates SH
exchange, thus unclamping I27 at a rate that is dependent on the applied force. By recording the rate of S−S reduction in
clamped I27, we infer that integrins apply 110 ± 9 pN within focal adhesions of rat embryonic fibroblasts. The rates of S−S
exchange are heterogeneous and integrin subtype-dependent. Nanoparticle titin tension sensors along with kinetic analysis of
unfolding demonstrate that a subset of integrins apply tension many fold greater than previously reported.
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Cells adhere to the extracellular matrix (ECM) through
transmembrane integrin receptors consisting of an α and

β subunit.1 For example, fibronectin (FN) ECM molecules are
primarily recognized by α5β1 and αvβ3 integrins that bind the
Arg-Gly-Asp (RGD) and Pro-His-Ser-Arg-Asn (PHSRN)
motifs.2 Integrin subtype expression levels are cell type-
dependent and dynamic, responding to the chemical and
mechanical properties of the ECM.3 Therefore, determining the
magnitude of integrin tension and the spatial and temporal
heterogeneity of these forces for different integrin subtypes will
help elucidate the role of mechanics in receptor function during
cell adhesion and cell migration processes. For example, the
existence of heterogeneous distributions of integrin forces
within nanoscale domains of a FA is unknown, and it is possible
that a subset of integrin receptors experience significant
magnitudes of tension that exceed the ensemble average
determined by such techniques as traction force microscopy or
micropillar array technology.
Integrin activation typically triggers the formation of

supramolecular protein assemblies, focal adhesions (FAs),
that are comprised of hundreds of different structural and
signaling molecules.4 Collectively, the FA functions to physi-
cally and chemically link the cytoskeleton to the ECM.5 FA
assembly/disassembly is highly orchestrated in space and time
to accommodate cell polarization and migration activities
through inside-out and outside-in signaling mechanisms.6a,b

While the protein composition of FAs and their dynamics are

currently under active investigation, there is limited knowledge
about the mechanical forces experienced and transmitted
through these structures. For example, except for integrin
adhesion receptors7 and vinculin,8 to the best of our
knowledge, there are no direct measurements of the forces
experienced by the hundreds of other proteins making up FAs.
The most common technique to characterize cell adhesion

forces is traction force microscopy (TFM), which indicates that
forces for adhered fibroblasts range from 1 to 2 nN/μm2.9 By
estimating the number of bound integrins per unit area (1000
molecules/ μm2),10 the force per receptor was also estimated at
1−2 pN per integrin.9a However, the challenge with TFM
pertains to its limited spatial resolution (∼1 μm) and force
sensitivity (∼nN) because of the cross-linked nature of the
polymer. In addition, the deformable TFM substrates influence
the cell biology, further convoluting the results.11

To address these issues, we pioneered the development of
molecular tension fluorescence microscopy (MTFM),12 which
allows for optical imaging of pN-level receptor-mediated forces
with high spatial and temporal resolution. MTFM probes
consist of an extendable macromolecule such as polyethylene
glycol (PEG) or oligonucleotides that are flanked by a
fluorophore-quencher pair undergoing resonance energy trans-
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fer (RET). MTFM probes are immobilized onto a substrate
and modified with a ligand, such that receptor applied tension
extends the linker and dequenches the fluorophore, generating
a significant increase in donor emission intensity.
To tailor MTFM probes for integrins, we previously

modified PEG24 polymer with the cyclic RGDfK peptide and
anchored the probe using biotin−streptavidin association.12f

Fibroblasts cultured on this probe for 45 min caused biotin−
streptavidin dissociation, which is surprising because biotin−
streptavidin association is often described as the strongest
noncovalent bond in nature, suggesting that forces applied by
integrins are significant. Nanoparticle-based MTFM probes
immobilized using thiol-gold binding, were more mechanically
robust and showed that integrin forces exceed 10−15 pN in
magnitude.12d,e Supporting this result, we and others observed
that DNA hairpin tension probes are denatured due to integrin
mediated forces, indicating forces in excess of 16 pN.12c,13

Likewise, tension gauge tether probes, consisting of DNA
duplexes decorated with the cRGDfK peptide indicate that
integrin activation is associated with peak forces up to ∼50 pN
in magnitude.7 In contrast, Dunn and colleagues determined
that integrin-mediated forces are in the range of 1−5 pN based
on single molecule imaging of a spidersilk elastin-based tension
probe.14 Therefore, there is discrepancy in the reported integrin
forces within FAs.
In this report, we investigate the magnitude of integrin

tension within mature FAs by engineering the 27th
immunoglobulin domain of cardiac titin (I27), which is
structurally and mechanically well-studied both experimen-
tally15 and through theoretical modeling16 and displays highly
reversible force−extension curves.17 Based on single molecule
force spectroscopy with constant loading rate (0.4 μm/sec), the
most probable unfolding force for I27 is significantly greater
(∼80−200 pN)18 when compared to DNA denaturation (∼4−
50 pN),7,12c and spidersilk elastin extension (∼2−6 pN),14 and
therefore enables the investigation of integrin forces at ranges
that are greater than values studied thus far. In principle, the
rate of mechanically driven protein/DNA unfolding is
exponentially dependent on the applied force, and likewise
the cumulative probability of molecular unfolding is also
exponentially dependent on the duration of applied force
(Supplementary Note 1).19 Accordingly, this limits the accuracy
of inferring a specific magnitude of force from determining the
equilibrium distribution of unfolded probes at a given time
point. Addressing this limitation, we use the kinetics of titin
unfolding rather than the equilibrium distribution of unfolded
domains, to more precisely estimate the values of high-
magnitude integrin forces within mature FAs and determine the
relative contribution of the α5β1 and αvβ3 integrins. In principle,
this kinetic approach can be used to determine absolute
integrin forces at any time point during FA maturation, thus
overcoming a longstanding problem associated with the nascent
field of molecular tension sensors. Finally, by employing
recombinant protein expression this work describes a facile and
general approach for engineering of virtually any expressible
protein ligand within MTFM probes.
To label the I27 domain with a fluorophore, we initially

introduced the acyl carrier protein (ACP)-tag near the N-
terminus which can be enzymatically modified at its serine
residue with a fluorophore with over 90% yield (Figure 1A).20

The probe displayed the “GRGDS” motif, specific for integrins,
at the N-terminus (Figure 1B). At the C-terminus, two cysteine
residues were introduced for immobilization onto a 9 nm gold

nanoparticle (AuNP, see AFM in Figure 1C); which serves as
an efficient quencher through nanometal surface energy transfer
(NSET).12d The RGD-ACP-I27 protein was conjugated to
Alexa488, which was confirmed by SDS-PAGE and fluores-
cence spectrometry. UV−vis indicated a 90% labeling efficiency,
and CD spectroscopy confirmed the secondary structure of the
I27 construct at 37 °C (Figure S1 A−C, Supporting

Figure 1. I27-based MTFM probes reveal integrin forces within FAs.
(A−B) Schematic illustration showing the RGD-ACP(A488)-I27
probe and the mechanism of sensing (PDB ID: 1TIT and 2K92 for
I27 and ACP, respectively). The probe is modified at the N terminus
with FN binding motif TVYAVTGRGDSPASSAA. The C terminus
included two cysteine residues for binding to the AuNP. (C) AFM
image of 9 nm AuNPs immobilized on the glass coverslip. Scale bar,
200 nm. (D) Representative RICM and fluorescence images of cells
incubated on the tension probe surface before and after treatment with
a myosin inhibitor Y-27632 (40 μM) for 30 min. Scale bar, 10 μm. (E)
Plot of the average fluorescence tension signal per FA as a function of
time. The error bars represent the SEM from n = 5 cells at each time
point. (F) Representative RICM and fluorescence images of REF cells
that were transfected with mCherry-lifeact to visualize actin and
mature focal adhesions. An overlay of the A488 channel with the
mCherry channel demonstrates that integrins within FAs apply
sufficient tension to unfold RGD-ACP(A488)-I27 sensor. Scale bar,
10 μm.
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Information). Protein incubation conditions were optimized to
ensure that probes were specifically bound through the thiol-Au
association with minimal nonspecific adsorption.21 This
required incubating the AuNP surface with a binary mixture
of passivating mPEG, SH(CH2−CH2−O)8COOH, along with
the RGD-ACP(A488)-I27 probe at 1:15 molar stoichiometry
for 1 h at RT. By releasing the sensor from the AuNP, we
determined that each 9 nm AuNP presented an average of 5.2
sensors (Figure S1D, Supporting Information).22 Also note that
passivation was important to maintain proper orientation and
function of the probe, since cells failed to engage surfaces
lacking passivation with the mPEG (data not shown). With
these conditions, the quenching efficiency of the ACP-tagged
probes was measured at 82%, which was consistent with the
dimensions of the ACP and I27 structures, and suggesting a ∼7
nm fluorophore-AuNP distance.
When rat embryonic fibroblasts (REFs) were incubated on

the RGD-ACP(A488)-I27 probe surface for 1 h, we observed
significant signal in total internal reflection fluorescence (TIRF)
that coincided with the cell edge as indicated by reflection
interference contrast microscopy (RICM) (Figure 1D). The
increase in fluorescence suggested that integrin-mediated forces
unfolded the I27, the ACP domain, or both I27 and ACP
domains, thus separating the Alexa488 reporter from the AuNP
surface. To confirm that I27/ACP unfolding is driven by the
cytoskeleton and specifically myosin II, we treated cells with the
Rho-associated protein kinase (ROCK) inhibitor, Y-27632, for
30 min and reimaged the sample. Following ROCK inhibition,
the fluorescence signal was diminished (Figure 1D) indicating
that signal is reversible and mediated by myosin contractility.
Further experiments show colocalization of RGD-ACP(A488)-
I27 signal with the termini of F-actin stress fibers (Figure 1F).
Time-lapse analysis of the tension probe signal indicated that
fluorescence increased over a period of ∼1 h and then held
steady for at least 4 h (Figure 1E). Beyond 5 h, we typically
observe a slight decrease in tension signal, likely due to a
combination of thiol displacement and protease activity. The
results obtained with the RGD-ACP(A488)-I27 nanoparticle
probe suggest that this protein engineering strategy is suitable
for investigating integrin forces, but the poorly characterized

mechanical stability of ACP made it difficult to ascertain which
domains mechanically unfolded.
We next incorporated superfolder green fluorescent protein

(sfGFP) within the I27 MTFM probe, replacing the ACP tag.
sfGFP was selected due to its mechanical stability (∼100 pN
unfolding force),23 increased brightness when compared to
other GFP reporters24 and enhanced folding when fused with
other proteins. The mass and fluorescence of the RGD-sfGFP-
I27 construct were confirmed by SDS-PAGE and UV−vis
(Figure S2 A−C, Supporting Information), and the probe was
immobilized onto AuNPs as described above (Figure 2A).
Surprisingly, when REF cells were cultured onto the RGD-
sfGFP-I27 tension probe surface for 3 h, sfGFP emission was
quenched at the perimeter of the cell (Figure 2A). Given that
mechanical unfolding of GFP quenches fluorescence, we
suspected that integrin-mediated forces were sufficient to
unfold the β-barrel of GFP. To verify the source of sfGFP
quenching, we labeled free lysine residues of the sfGFP-I27
probe with an amine-reactive Alexa647 (Figure 2B). In this
case, REF cells showed an increase in Alexa647 signal that
coincided with regions of sfGFP quenching. Moreover, treating
cells with ROCK inhibitor did not reverse the quenched sfGFP
but did lead to a decrease in Alexa647 emission (Figure S2D,
Supporting Information). These experiments demonstrate that
integrin-mediated forces denature and irreversibly quench
sfGFP, suggesting significant tension, but it remained unclear
whether I27 was stable toward integrin tension.
Unnatural amino acid incorporation was next used to express

an I27 MTFM probe labeled with the p-azidophenylalanine
amino acid. This azide-modified protein was then modified with
the Cy3 dye using Cu-free click cycloaddition coupling (Figure
3A). The mass of the RGD-I27 construct was confirmed by
ESI-MS; the stability of the construct at 37 °C was verified
using CD spectroscopy, and the dye labeling efficiency was
confirmed using SDS-PAGE and UV−vis (Figure S3 A−E,
Supporting Information). Quenching efficiency upon AuNP
immobilization was calculated to be 92%. This quenching
efficiency roughly agreed with the predicted distance between
the dye and the AuNP surface (∼4 nm). Within 1 h of
incubating REFs on this MTFM probe surface, we observed

Figure 2. Integrin forces irreversibly quench and unfold sfGFP. (A) Schematic illustrating the RGD-sfGFP-I27 probe functionalized onto
immobilized AuNPs (sfGFP PDB ID: 2B3P). Representative fluorescence and RICM images of REF cells cultured onto the RGD-sfGFP-I27 sensor
surface for 3 h. Line scan analysis shows a loss in fluorescence at the cell edge, coinciding with the expected regions of mature FAs. (B) The RGD-
sfGFP-I27 probe was nonspecifically labeled with Alexa 647, purified, and immobilized onto the AuNP surface. Representative RICM, GFP
fluorescence, and Alexa 647 fluorescence images of cells incubated on the probe surface for 3 h. Line scan (dashed white line) analysis through the
stress fibers (red arrows) shows anticorrelation between Alexa 647 and sfGFP emission. Scale bar, 10 μm.
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Cy3 fluorescence signal at the edges of the cell, suggesting
mechanically driven I27 unfolding at these sites. Following
ROCK inhibition with 40 μM of Y-27632 for 30 min, the
fluorescence signal was diminished (Figure S3F, Supporting
Information) showing that signal is reversible and mediated by
myosin contractility. To confirm that tension signal is
associated with FAs, we transfected the REFs with GFP-
paxillin, a widely accepted FA marker, and found colocalization
with Cy3 tension signal (Figure 3A). Importantly, this result
unambiguously shows that the I27 domain is mechanically
unfolded due to integrin forces within 1 h of cell adhesion.
The RGD sequence derived from FN is widely used in model

cell adhesion studies.25 However, one persistent question is
whether the linear RGD sequence recapitulates the properties
of more physiologically relevant ECM proteins such as domains
of FN or full length FN. We rationalized that integrin-ligand
binding and mechanics may be enhanced for FN domains
compared to the RGD peptide fragment. To present more

physiologically accurate ligands, the sensor was redesigned to
present FN domains 9 and 10 at the N-terminus, providing
both the synergy (PHSRN) and GRGDS motifs (Figure S4A
and B, Supporting Information). Initial experiments using FN-
Cy3-I27 probe showed similar spatial and temporal patterns of
fluorescence as the RGD-Cy3-I27 probe (Figure 3C and D).
To better understand the specificity of force transmission to the
FN tension probe, we generated a control probe presenting
RGE rather than the RGD sequence within the FN 10 domain
(Figure 3E and F, Figure S4C, Supporting Information). In this
case, we found that REF cells spread on the sensor surface but
failed to generate a fluorescence response, thus suggesting that
the RGD sequence within FN is required for triggering a
chemo-mechanical response that generates sufficient tension to
unfold I27.
Given that I27 unfolds within FAs, we infer that integrin

forces range from ∼5 pN up to ∼1000 pN with the precise
value depending on the loading rate and duration of the applied
force. We narrowed this range of forces by measuring the initial
time point of I27 unfolding following cell spreading
(Supplementary Note 1). I27 probes unfold within 4 min of
cell spreading over a region of interest, suggesting a minimum
force of 36 pN. This value assumes an instantaneous
maturation rate of FAs, which underestimates the forces
applied by integrins and defines a lower estimate of integrin
forces. One approach to define the upper limit of integrin
tension is to challenge receptors with a probe that does not
mechanically unfold. Therefore, we made use of a modified I27
which has an engineered disulfide bond buried within the core
of the protein between the 32nd and 75th residues.26 Using this
reengineered I27, we generated disulfide “clamped” RGD-Cy3-
I27G32C‑A75C MTFM probe (Figure S5 A and B, Supporting
Information). As illustrated in Figure 4A, the disulfide bond
traps 43 amino acids (green) and leaves the other amino acids
unsequestered (blue) under mechanical load. Mechanical
extension of this clamped I27 stops at the disulfide bond,
placing the dye at a distance of 12 nm, which is predicted to
produce a QE of ∼80%. Addition of dithiothreitol (DTT)
reduction agent leads to disulfide reduction and opening of the
clamp. This allows for extension of the dye away from the
AuNP surface to fully dequench the fluorophore. Moreover,
inhibition of cell-applied force should lead to reversible
refolding of I27.
In a typical experiment testing the clamped RGD-Cy3-

I27G32C‑A75C, REFs were plated on the probe surface for 2 h,
resulting in a weak fluorescence signal at regions that coincided
with FAs (Figure 4B). This signal is likely associated with
partial unfolding of I27 up to the covalent “lock”. Upon
addition of 0.25 mM DTT, time lapse movies showed that the
signal rapidly increased, suggesting reduction of the disulfide
bond and complete mechanical unfolding of the clamped probe
(Figure 4B, 5A, Movie 1). To confirm that opening of the
clamped sensor is myosin driven and the signal is reversible, we
treated cells with the ROCK inhibitor (Y-27632) and found
that the signal was diminished below the original values, prior
to DTT incubation (Figure 4B and C). Control experiments
indicated that pretreatment of the clamped RGD-Cy3-
I27G32C‑A75C probe with 1 mM DTT for 10 min, prior to cell
plating, did not lead to increase in fluorescence and did not
alter probe response following cell plating (Figure S5C,
Supporting Information). Treating 50 nM of clamped RGD-
Cy3-I27G32C‑A75C probe with 10 mM DTT in solution displayed
∼10% reduction in emission (Figure S5D, Supporting

Figure 3. Integrin forces unfold I27 through RGD and FN(9−10)
ligands. (A) Illustration of the RGD-Cy3-I27 MTFM sensor
containing the p-azidophenylalanine amino acid. The dye was
conjugated using Cu-free cycloaddition and was subsequently
immobilized onto the AuNP surface. The quenching efficiency was
92%. (B) Representative RICM, GFP-paxillin, Cy3 tension, and
overlay of Cy3/GFP shows colocalization of FAs with tension. (C)
Illustration of the FN(9-10)-Cy3-I27 MTFM sensor. (D) Representa-
tive RICM and fluorescence images of REF cells that were incubated
on FN(9-10)-Cy3-I27 functionalized on the AuNPs for 1 h. (E)
Illustration of the FN(9-10, RGE)-I27 MTFM sensor where the
highlighted point mutation is indicated in red. (F) Representative
RICM and fluorescence images of REFs that were incubated on FN(9-
10, RGE)-Cy3-I27 probe functionalized onto AuNPs for 1 h. The
range of fluorescence intensity values for D and F are identical, and the
values are displayed using the calibration bar (a.u.). Scale bar, 10 μm.
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Information), whereas the probe that was immobilized to the
AuNPs displayed an average of ∼2% decrease in emission upon
treatment with DTT. These results confirm that the buried
disulfide bridge locks the I27 probe preventing mechanical
unfolding, and the reduction of the disulfide bond is dependent
on both the cell-applied force and the reducing agent.
Through a series of single molecule experiments,26,27

Fernandez and co-workers found that the rate of disulfide
reduction, r, for the clamped I27 was exponentially dependent
on force, in accordance with the Bell model, and they showed
that r was also linearly dependent on [DTT]. These relations
are r = k(F)[DTT] and k(F) = A exp((FΔxr − Ea)/kBT), where
A is a pre-exponential factor, Δxr is the distance to the
transition state of the reaction, and Ea is activation energy for
the disulfide bond reduction. By varying the force and [DTT],
and measuring r, Fernandez and co-workers determined Δxr, A,

and Ea for mechanically catalyzed disulfide reduction in I27. By
using these validated constants for I27, we next inferred the
magnitude of force experienced by the I27 probe by recording
the rate of disulfide reduction as determined from the rate of
fluorescence increase (Figure S6, Supporting Information).
Although Δxr, A, and Ea were determined in three reports using
different mechanical loading conditions (see SI table),27a,d,28 we
used fitting values of A = 1.3 × 1012 M−1 s−1, Δxr = 0.34 Å, and
Ea = 65 kJ from the most relevant study where k(F) was
determined by varying DTT concentration.27a

We recorded the rate of fluorescence increase for cells
treated with DTT concentrations ranging from 0.25 mM up to
25 mM (Figure 5B; n = 25 cells total) at varying sampling
frequencies in order to collect enough data points to obtain an
accurate fit of the kinetic curves (SI methods). By fitting the
increase of fluorescence versus time, we measured the time
constant of disulfide reduction, τr, and thus determined the rate
of disulfide reduction (r = 1/τr) from cell experiments. DTT
concentrations greater than 25 mM induced a reduction in cell
adhesion, suggesting cell toxicity, which is confirmed by
literature studying the effect of DTT on redox signaling in
fibroblasts.29 In contrast, treating REFs expressing GFP-β3 with
2.5 mM DTT for 10 min did not lead to any observable change
in cell morphology or GFP signal (Figure S5E, Supporting
Information). To show the spatial heterogeneity of disulfide
reduction rates within a single cell, we generated a heat map of
rates (ranging from 0.005 to 0.05 s−1) using the programming
software (IDL, Figure 5C). As the heat map suggests, there is
significant heterogeneity of r values within a single cell. Upon
closer inspection of r values within FAs and overlaying of the
final tension signal against r, we were not able to identify a
correlation between the intensity of the tension signal and the
rate of thiol exchange. We next plotted the average r for
different DTT concentrations (Figure 5D) and then
determined k(F) from the slope of this plot (Figure S6,
Supporting Information). Assuming that the integrin force is
constant within the time window of observation (<4 min) with
minimal receptor turnover, we estimate that unfolded tension
probes experience an average of 110 ± 9 pN (Figure S6,
Supporting Information). This assumption is supported by
literature showing more stable FA dynamics after 1.5 h of REF
cell adhesion.30 Furthermore, the tension signal appears static
after the signal saturates reaching maximal thiol exchange, thus
suggesting that there is limited FA turnover after cells are
allowed to fully adhere on the surface. This value suggests that a
subset of integrins experience forces that have been significantly
underestimated.
To investigate force dependence on integrin subtype, we

treated the cells with blocking antibodies against αvβ3 and α5β1
and repeated the kinetic measurements described above. The
efficiency of antibody blocking was confirmed by using GFP-β3
expressing cells (Figure S7A, Supporting Information). Block-
ing with both antibodies abrogated cell adhesion, indicating
that these two integrins are the primary receptors mediating cell
adhesion (Figure S7B, Supporting Information). Cells primarily
using αvβ3 integrins displayed slowed rates of disulfide
reduction indicating a tension of 40 ± 7 pN. This is in
contrast to cells employing α5β1 integrins, which showed
accelerated rates of disulfide reduction with average forces of
160 ± 7 pN. These values are consistent with precedent
indicating greater rupture forces for α5β1 compared to αvβ3.

31

There is disagreement in the literature regarding the
magnitude of integrin-ligand tension within FAs. Dunn and

Figure 4. Covalently locked I27 resists complete mechanical unfolding
by integrin forces. (A) Schematic illustration of disulfide clamped
I27G32C‑A75C tension sensor. The disulfide bridge is indicated by orange
spheres. The probe was labeled with Cy3 dye and functionalized onto
a AuNP surface (QE ∼ 92%). When cells apply tension to the clamped
MTFM sensor, I27 is stretched to the position of the disulfide clamp,
resulting in solvent exposure of the disulfide. I27 can be further
mechanically extended only in the presence of reducing agent, such as
DTT. Refolding of the sensor is expected after ROCK kinase inhibitor
(Y-27632) treatment. (B) Representative RICM and clamped I27
tension signal for REF cells incubated onto the sensor surface for 2 h
before and after treatment with 0.25 mM DTT for 10 min and then
after treatment with Y-27632 (40 μM) for 30 min. Scale bar, 10 μm.
(C) Line scan analysis of the region of interest in B shows the
fluorescence intensity through a FA before and after DTT addition
and after Y-27632 treatment.
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colleagues suggest an integrin-ligand force of 1−5 pN in human
foreskin fibroblasts by using single molecule FRET.14a In
agreement with this estimate, Schwartz et al. calculate cell
traction forces of a few pN per integrin receptor in mouse
embryo fibroblasts by averaging cell stress over the average
number of integrins per unit area.9a In contrast, we previously
inferred greater integrin forces >20 pN per receptor based on
the observation of mechanically induced biotin−streptavidin
dissociation in many cell types.12f The tension gauge tether
(TGT) technique also suggests greater integrin forces and a
peak force of 56 pN for integrin activation.7

The I27 tension probes are more mechanically robust than
any other sensor tested to date, thus investigating a greater
range of integrin tension values. Except for the disulfide
clamped RGD-Cy3-I27G32C‑A75C, all probes (RGD-ACP(A488)-
I27, RGD-sfGFP-I27, RGD-Cy3-I27, FN-A647-I27) were
mechanically unfolded by integrin forces displaying a
fluorescence response. The sfGFP probe showed mechanically
induced quenching which has been investigated by theory and
experiments32 and is thought to require ∼100−200 pN (using a
300 nm/s loading rate).23a This surprising result indicates that
genetically encoded tension probes for cell adhesion proteins
are susceptible to mechanical quenching. For example,
genetically encoding an integrin tension probe akin to the
vinculin tension sensor8 is not likely to succeed. Although I27 is
a highly reversible folder, sfGFP does not recover its full
fluorescence after refolding, which may explain why treating
cells with the ROCK inhibitor did not lead to full recovery of
sfGFP fluorescence.

Importantly, using equilibrium distribution of folded to
unfolded tension probes to estimate integrin forces is limited
for the following reasons: (a) mechanical unfolding is highly
dependent on the duration of force (Supplementary Note 1),
which is unknown because FA maturation is heterogeneous, (b)
mechanical unfolding is dependent on the loading rate, which is
also unknown during FA maturation, and (c) once the applied
forces cause unfolding, this defines a minimum tension but not
the average tension. Using single molecule techniques can, in
principle, overcome the challenges of ensemble averaging to
estimate the tension for each receptor. However, single
molecule imaging produces a sparse density of reporters since
only one receptor is characterized within an area of ∼2 μm2 and
there are hundreds of integrin receptors within such an area.14a

We overcome these limitations by recording the rate of
disulfide reduction. Note that a fundamental assumption for
force estimates determined by using the kinetics of disulfide
reduction are the reaction parameters measured by Fernandez
and colleagues. Any significant errors in those measurements
will lead to significant deviations in our reported values.
Nonetheless, these parameters have been validated in a number
of papers.26,27

By blocking REFs with monoclonal antibodies against αvβ3
and α5β1, we showed that the cell-generated forces are integrin-
subtype dependent. The rate of I27 unfolding by αvβ3 integrin
is 3-fold smaller than that for the α5β1 integrins. The
mechanism behind differential force levels for different integrin
subtypes is likely due to the different functions of each integrin
within cell-ECM adhesions. During cell migration, force sensing
at the cell edge requires constant recycling of αvβ3 integrins that

Figure 5. Kinetic measurements of S−S reduction to determine integrin forces. (A) Representative RICM and fluorescence images of clamped
I27G32C‑A75C sensor before and after DTT addition at t = 30 and 315 s. White dashed line shows the region of interest that was analyzed. Scale bar, 10
μm. (B) Representative kinetic plots showing an increase in fluorescence tension signal at different DTT concentrations. Dashed lines represent
single-exponential fits used to determine τr. (C) Heat map of disulfide reduction rates generated from the fluorescence video of the cell depicted in
A. Scale bar, 10 μm. (D) Plot of the rate of disulfide reduction (r = 1/τr) as a function of [DTT] for REF cells (blue), REF cells blocked with αvβ3
(red), and α5β1 antibodies (green). k(F) and F were derived from the linear fit of each data set. Black squares and fit (dashed line) are from Witta et
al. PNAS, 2006 where clamped I27 was subjected to a constant force of 200 pN, which generated a slope of 27.6 M−1 s−1. This previous work
included DTT concentration up to 125 mM, but the additional data points were omitted for clarity. Error bars represent the SEM of r obtained from
n = 5 cells at each concentration of DTT (0.5 mM, 2.5 mM, 5 mM, 12.5 mM, and 25 mM).
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promotes mechanotransduction and reinforcement of other
integrins and proteins to the sites of adhesions.33 However,
cells dampen migration by engaging more α5β1 integrins and by
generating stable adhesion sites that require stronger integrin-
ligand bonds to resist high forces. Sheetz et al. found that
clustering of α5β1 integrins enhances rupture forces by 6-fold
compared to the αvβ3 integrins.

31 This is consistent with our
results.
High magnitude forces reported through the I27 probe likely

pertain to a small subset of force bearing receptors. This is
consistent with the conclusion that the average integrin tension
within FAs is 2−4 pN as determined by TFM.9a Also DNA-
and PEG-based MTFM probes sensitive to ∼1−20 pN forces
generate signal more rapidly following cell plating. Therefore,
the results reveal the existence of “hot” receptors that carry a
greater fraction of cell traction forces. High magnitude integrin
forces exist with FN and RGD ligands as both types of I27
probes display similar signal. Future experiments with multi-
plexed tension probes will generate a more comprehensive
histogram of integrin force distributions within FAs.
In summary, we report a new class of I27-based tension

probes that provides many advantages over the previously
reported MTFM probes. First, I27 tension probes are
mechanically responsive to greater magnitude of forces, and,
in principle, the response threshold can range from ∼40 pN to
∼100 pN by inserting point mutations within the I27 domain.
This feature significantly expands the current range of forces
detected by MTFM probes. Second, the disulfide bridge
clamped sensor circumvents caveats inherent to the transient
nature of focal adhesion maturation and the loading rate
dependence of mechanical extension, which is a long-standing
issue with FRET-based tension sensors. Last, I27-based protein
sensors can be easily engineered to incorporate virtually any
recombinant protein ligand which provides a general approach
that can be adapted for the study of a wide range of
mechanotransduction processes.
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